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VIOLENT BEHAVIOUR IN ADOLESCENT FOSTER
CENTRES: PREVENTION AND RESPONSES

Violent behaviour in adolescents foster institutions have given rise, in the
last few years, to a great number of research works and seminars, both in
terms of prevention and in terms of responses.
These recommendations have their origin in the consideration of the
current concerns of professionals. They aim of these recommendations is
to share responses and provide a structure, an overview that joins
prevention and treatment.
The institutions involved have diversified their missions and objectives
according to the specific needs of the adolescents they cater for. However,
from these recommendations, benchmarks for common reflection and
action should emerge.
These benchmarks are intended for all stakeholders. Their aim is to
develop a culture of violence prevention and help professionals build their
responses according to their own reality, in compliance with current laws
and regulations.
Contributing to support institutions in their evolution, the application of
these recommendations should be based on the identification of priorities
and on a process of progressive appropriation.
Didier Charlanne
Director of ANESM
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Overview
The research works on the recommendations for good professional
practices related to violent behaviour: prevention and responses within
adolescent care centres were hired by the National Council of social and
medico-social assessment (CNESMS), in partnership with the National
Observatory of Children in Danger (ONED). They were continued and
finalized by the National Agency for Evaluation of school quality and social
and medico-social services (ANESM).
Nowadays, youth violence is undergoing a strong social concern. It is
difficult to know if violent behaviour was more frequent and more serious
previously or if it is the tolerance towards it which fell but anyway, it
seems that this issue is one of the major concerns of social and medicosocial establishments fostering adolescents.
Preventing and dealing with violence in these establishments is one of the
essential ways to ensure the adolescents’ welfare as well as favourable
conditions for their development and protection. It is a condition to
guarantee the rights and freedoms set forth in Article L. 311-3 of the Code
of Social Action and Families, including those related to the respect of
users’ integrity and safety.
These recommendations concern adolescent fostering centres1 and derive
totally or partially from child protection: Children in Social Houses (MECS),
public and private (with the associative sector investment) establishments
for educational placement authorized by the Judicial Protection of Youth
(PJJ), Closed Educational Centres (CEF), therapeutic, educational and
pedagogical institutions.
1

In compliance with the Article L312-1 of the Code of Social Action and Families.
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They are addressed to the whole of professionals working in these
centres. However, some of these recommendations are directly addressed
to the managers of these establishments. They also concern young users
of these institutions as they aim for ensuring their integrity and safety and
they seek to involve them in the prevention and treatment of situations of
violence. On this document, the word “adolescent” encompasses
adolescents, children and young adults. Finally, these recommendations
affect indirectly the managing bodies.
These recommendations are framed by the legislative and regulatory
provisions, including the specific provisions for social and medico-social
establishments on the prevention and treatment of violence as well as
those in the general legal regime and related to offences against the
person and property.
1.

The working method

The method used is the “formal consensus” which permits a mobilisation
of the different stakeholders involved in the different phases of the
process. This method consists in collecting and validating good
professional practices by relying on the opinion of an evaluation
committee which expresses its level of agreement or disagreement on a
graded scale.
A steering committee has coordinated the research.

The first phase

consisted of a literature research conducted by a university team; the
analysis of this bibliography was the subject of a summary report. Then a
first set of draft recommendations were written on the basis of the
literature arguments, practical experience and expertise of the members
of the steering group. The draft recommendations were submitted for
10

assessment to an evaluation committee composed of seventeen qualified
members representing the diversity of stakeholders involved in this issue.
The recommendations endorsed by this committee are reflected in the
present document.
2.

The scope of the recommendations

It was decided to not to give a definition of violence in favour of a more
dynamic approach in daily practice as violence should be understood in
terms of experience and feelings, with work on shared representations of
violence.
Three types of violence linked by synergy effects and interactions are
taken into account: the violence between users, the violence of the users
with regard to professionals and the one from institutions to users. So,
they are situations of violence produced by adolescents as well as
produced by the institutions involved. The input key is to understand what
happens in the transition from normality to the occurrence of the violent
action but the link between “micro-violence” and this transition has been
also studied. Voluntary damages against oneself (self-mutilations, suicide
attempt…) are not included in the scope.
Whatever its meanings and the trails for individual comprehension of
violence (“Fundamental” violence, “strategy against addiction, means to
“feel alive”…), violence is discussed here within the context of educational
support and practice carried out by professionals who are daily in charge
of adolescents. Social approaches focusing on the adolescents’
environment do not fall within the scope of these recommendations.
3.

The general objectives
11

These recommendations aim for a reflection focused on the situations
trigging violent actions and are intended to reintroduce the ability to think
about them. Indeed, there is a risk of misbehaviour when the adolescent is
unable to say things or be heard or even when a situation resonates with a
previous trauma. In cases of temporary or permanent disability to
intellectualize some situations, takes place a sort of thinking short-circuit.
These recommendations are designed to restore the thinking and
elaboration in situations of violence, to make sense of what happened in
order to bring out new opportunities for action. They also encourage
establishing a state of institutional monitoring on violence issues.
These recommendations for good professional practices in the prevention
and treatment of violence are not intended to take a favourable position
for any of the theories developed about violence. The aim is to provide
benchmarks on the adoption of suitable responses and the development
of practices with a double purpose:
Allowing institutions to build their own responses according to the
grounds presented in these recommendations and in the context of the
specific task assumed by them.
Developing a culture of prevention and treatment of situations of violence
at all levels in the organisation and for all the stakeholders involved.

4.

The guiding principles

Two principles underlie the spirit of these recommendations:
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Violence is not seen as an individual and isolated act; in consequence,
prevention should be focused on the act within its context.
The aim of the treatment is not to prevent any occurrence of violence but
to avoid the duplication of conditions that led to a violent situation. In this
sense, the treatment takes part in the prevention as it allows analysing
and understanding the situation of violence in order to identify
opportunities for action.
The guiding principles and objectives adopted in the context of these
recommendations result in the organisation of this document in four
parts. The first part focuses on the approach to the issue by the
institution, the second part includes the preventive aspects called
“Generalists”, and the following sections are devoted to the targeted
prevention of violence and the treatment of situations of violence.

5.

Elements for implementing recommendations

These recommendations are footholds and benchmarks intended to an
implementation adapted to the needs and context of each establishment,
particularly educational measures and judicial decisions, if required. They
are not an exhaustive list of requests but tools for dialogue and
responsibility at the service of reflection, action and evaluation.
Their implementation is based on the definition of priorities related to the
institution’s reality. In order to ensure complementary action and
interactions between the registers of work induced by these
recommendations, it is important that these priorities make reference to
each of the four sections presented below.
13

This will be an opportunity to determine the monitoring and the means of
assess progress from year to year with regard to these recommendations.
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Part I
Identifying, observing, analysing violence
This first part is particularly addressed to managers of institutions and
recommends promoting a reflection on violence issues within the
professional staff.
The identification of violence is a prerequisite. It is necessary to compare
the representations of facts or situations qualified as violent, and build the
capacity of thinking and exchanging. Such an approach aims to promote
confidence in the exchange and build shared representations involved in
the implementation of a preventive organisation.
This preliminary step is necessary as it conditions the observation and
analysis of violence as well as the construction of protocols of prevention,
treatment and information.

1. Identifying violence
Preventing and dealing with violence involves identifying previously what
is considered violence.
It is advisable conducting a reflection on the definition of violence and
identifying the types of violence involved, their causes and processes.
On this purpose, the following practices are recommended:
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1.1 Establishing meetings intended to reflect and to identify what is
considered violence with the professional staff of the institution
These meetings should bring together the professionals of the centre to
commonly identify what is considered violence by working on their
representations, their experiences and on theoretical and legal definitions.
This work helps to develop a shared comprehension of violence within the
establishment, bearing in mind not to trivialize the issue and build a
reflection in compliance with law.

1.2 Establishing discussion groups with adolescents intended to reflect
and identify what is called violence
It is important conducting discussion groups intended to help teenagers in
the establishment to think and jointly identify what is perceived as violent
by working on their feelings and on the analysis of violent occurrences and
of the events precursors of violence. This allows a mobilization of
teenagers on this subject and helps them to understand their concerns
and the differences between these and those of professionals.

1.3 Conducting this reflexion with teams from other establishments
This working modality makes possible a comparison of experiences and
representations of violence and of the “thresholds of tolerance” implicit in
the different establishments.

1.4 Involving partners in the identification work
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This approach offers the opportunity to develop, beyond the institution, a
common language and a shared culture of violence and takes part in the
development of a partnership working. Such a partnership, build in
ordinary times, can be reactivated in times of crisis.

1.5 Informing the supervisor authorities about the results of this labour
This practice allows a discussion on what is regarded as violence and a
better understanding of mutual expectations on these sensitive issues.

2. Observing, analysing violence
The observation and analysis of violence are important for its prevention
and lead to the development of monitoring tools. They allow restoring
an elaboration work in team after violent actions and help to prevent
the repetition of such actions by identifying the risk factors.
2.1 Identifying the establishment specific risks
It is recommended that the identification of the establishment specific risk
was conducted and revised regularly by the staff as this approach helps
prevention. It is particularly necessary to identify the risks of institutional
abuse associated with vulnerability, possible pathology and with situations
of the fostered adolescents and the organisation of support. It is thus to
identify both “a priori” risk factors and risk factors of repetition.
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2.2 Being attentive to the socio-emotional climate and to signs of
damage
Regular observation of the socio-emotional climate, that is to say, of the
nature and quality of relationships within the institutions, paying attention
to signs of damage, helps to maintain a state of alertness.
2.3 Distinguishing and describing the situations of violence
Distinguishing situations of violence enables prevention and differentiated
and adapted responses. Different types of identification are possible. For
example, a distinction can be established between “chronicle and longterm situations of violence”, “endemic violence”, “those situations
present in the everyday life of residents”, “the exceptional, brutal and
sudden upsurges of physical, sexual and psychological violence”2. In
addition, it is important to pay attention to introverted, non-visible
violence, violence against the youth him-self as well as “micro-violence”.
2.4 Installing an observation device to carry out a continuous analysis of
the events previous to violence
The observation and analysis of critical events in the establishment by a
working group is important for prevention. They are usefully documented
by control dashboards and regular check-up.
Analytical methods may focus on the understanding of the series of events
and the analysis of their sequence. Then, it is necessary to observe the
nature of the events recorded their frequency, their links and their risk
factors.

2

See References - works by Paul Durning.
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This observation also covers the induced changes in practices and
organisation. Finally, these regular check-ups lead to re-examine the
organization and procedures and to retain trails for improvement.
2.5 Identifying solutions and inscribing them in a measurable action plan
It is recommended that the proposed solutions to address the causes of
violence and to reduce risk factors are put into practice. The institution
shall then decide based on the results of this experiment whether to
integrate these solutions into an action plan for the fight against violence
and to include them in the establishment’s project.

3. Foreseeing protocols for internal and external information
3.1 Developing internal protocols for the treatment of situations of
violence and for the diffusion of information
Different types of internal protocols can be developed: those aiming to
bring violence to the attention of the management team, protocols for
crisis management and protocols for solution of crisis. These protocols
should define the collective or individual behaviour in a situation of
violence. In particular, they recall the legal measures in terms of labour
law and penalties and provide benchmarks for civil, criminal,
administrative and insurance liability.
These establishment-specific protocols need to be assumed collectively
and developed with all staff within the institution. This participative work
has a preventive nature.
3.2 Providing protocols for external information
19

These protocols serve to establish procedures for transmitting the facts
both to the person responsible for the managing organization and to
judicial and administrative authorities of this organization within the
frame of the obligations defined by regulations in force. Pre-existing
external protocols may be used.
3.3 Ensuring regular updating and revision of protocols to enable their
evolution according to different situations and their approach by the
teams
It is important to continue the collective reflection and to ensure the
approach to protocols in order to maintain vigilance with regard to the risk
of violence.
3.4 Involving in a proper and adapted manner, staff, adolescents,
families and partners in the development of internal protocols and
procedures
Stakeholder’s involvement and participative elaboration have positive
effects on prevention.
3.5 Informing, in the different manners, the involved stakeholders
Fostered adolescents, families and partners are aware of the existence of
referral protocols of the judicial and administrative authorities. This
information has a preventive character.
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Part II
Providing basic safety
A preventive approach to violence is necessarily part of a general dynamic
of the institution and is connected to the concept of welfare3.
This section focuses on which factors in the organization and reception
arrangements produce a feeling of security both in adolescents and in
professionals.
1. Providing basic safety through the organization and the operation of
the establishment
1.1 Supporting professionals
The scaffolding and reassurance of professionals is the institution’s
responsibility and they are involved in the prevention of violence. This
scaffolding can take many forms.
On this purpose, the following practices are recommended:
•

Creating the necessary conditions to reassure professionals’
postures

This recommendation is based on the observation that an unsteady
institutional framework generates insecurity within the professional staff,
which is a potential source of violence.
•

Positioning the management team in the management of crisis
situations and conflicts

3

See Recommendations for good professional practices "the welfare: definition and benchmarks for
implementation" ANESM
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The management team’s role is to recognize and mediate in conflicts as it
should take an important part in the resolution of crisis situations.
•

Promoting mediation practices between professionals

Educational or organizational disagreements between professionals are
risk factors. As such, it is recommended to implement mediation practices
in case of conflict situations or lasting disagreement between
professionals. Mediation focuses on how to manage a crisis, a situation of
violence or an educational situation.
•

Offering a regular analysis of the practices developed

The analysis of practices enables professionals to distance themselves
from everyday life, not living situations of violence in an isolated way and
build a collective reflection on these and on the adequacy of reactions.
•

Offering

continuous

training

on

the

identification

and

comprehension of violence traffic and on the prevention and
treatment of violence.

This allows professionals to adapt their responses or consider the
possibility of changing their strategy and jointly give meaning to their
action.
•

Providing specific training to facilitate the adoption of reassuring
attitudes with regard to teenagers

The objective is to ensure a feeling of confidence and security in
professionals. Attitudes of proper physical distance and non-violent
composure boost this feeling of security and avoid the risk of "escalation".
Training for learning of control techniques by personal acts and their use
can optionally be organized.
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•

Foreseeing a work organization able to avoid the installation of a
continuous state of alertness

Situations of continuous alertness are sources of stress, loss of vigilance
and fatigue. It is recommended to organize work in a way that reduces
these warning situations, particularly by establishing:
Work in pairs which allows the sharing of roles and mutual control of
professional attitudes.
The necessary means to resort to personal not directly involved in the
conflict, in case of abusive situations.
•

Creating devices to call for help

It is recommended to create functional devices to call for help, known and
respected by everybody, which can be activated in situations of crisis, in
order to secure professionals.
1.2 Identifying and implementing ways of organization and operation of
the establishment that contribute to the prevention of violence
The very organization of the institution has an impact on the socioemotional climate in the institution. The quality of the environment
affects the quality of relationships. On the contrary, lack of organization or
blurred and unstable organization can amplify tensions.
•

Organizing support in small units...

An organization in "small" units allows providing support in small groups.
Small units are more "containing." They avoid the amplification of group
phenomena and make easier the participation of the adolescents in their
environment (warm places ...).
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•

Smaller units can take different forms...

It may be small units within a larger facility, collective houses or
apartments, taking into account obligations inherent in any judicial or
administrative action and support needs of adolescents.
•

Controlling the composition of groups

Based on an assessment of the situation of each youth fostered
(knowledge of their vulnerability, way of expressing disorders, relational
mode ...), it is recommended to ensure that the composition of the groups
be made with regard to the risks of difficult "cohabitation" in a group.
Regular assessments allow reconstructing the group if necessary.
•

Paying attention to the quality of meals and accommodation

Quality of food and accommodation (arrangement and organisation of
rooms ...) contributes to develop a climate of warmth and friendliness. It is
also a mark of attention to supported users that has an effect on the
socio-emotional climate.
•

Paying attention to the architectural setting with intimate spaces
and places of appeasement

An architectural framework of daily life with the possibility of calming
places, places for gathering, intimate places, intermediate spaces, spaces
to receive other people and which pay attention to comfort and
decoration ... helping to create a climate with less tension.
•

Developing a plurality of places and spaces of intervention while
ensuring security
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Interventions on different sites allow teenagers to move in a diversified
space, and to differentiate more easily the time and place of the
exempted interventions and to escape the feeling of "capture."
•

Ensuring the permanence and continuity of stakeholders

In the organization of work, it is recommended to ensure the continuity of
the relationship between adolescents and educators. This may well be the
experience of permanence, predictability and reliability of relationships ,
which promotes a feeling of security.
•

Familiarising

adolescents

with

the

times

of

presence

and

availability of each of stakeholders

It is recommended that every teenager can know the time attendance of
each stakeholder, as it allows him to know when and to whom he can
contact and he can develop by himself and an ability to anticipate and
delay.
•

Building partnerships

Inter- institutional linkages, especially with the Ministry of Education, child
psychiatry and other institutions (for temporary stays and relays…) can
guarantee the continuity and coherence of actions. In situations violence
institutions should cooperate with supervisor authorities, occupational
medicine, psychiatry, police authorities and with insertion and training
partners in order to prevent abuse.
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•

Encouraging the opening of adolescents outward

It is recommended to promote the opening of teenagers on the outside4
on the premises of culture and recreation on ordinary places of
socialization, on the neighbourhood, allowing them to develop a plurality
of participation locations.
•

Promoting the opening of the structure to the outside

It is, opening the structure by training external stakeholders, receiving
trainees, by association with university research groups, for example, to
provide professionals with the opportunity of benefitting from an outside
perspective on the operation of the structure.

2. Providing basic safety through individualized support
2.1 Preparing the welcoming
The preparation of the reception, even in situations of immediacy,
promotes the adhesion of the adolescent to the project and prevents the
risk of violence.
The purpose of the preparation is to enable the youth to understand the
objectives of the support to give him the opportunity to project himself
(making him feel part of the project). It is necessary to consider expression
in terms of the adolescent. The quality of the reception and it preparation
affects the quality of future relations.
The operating constraints of the institution does not justify a reception
improperly prepared.
4

In compliance with the constraints of any judicial or administrative action and the wishes of legal
representatives.
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•

Promoting the links between the different stakeholders of the past
and present support

It is important to allow the teenager and his family to establish the links
between people previously met during the support and the new
institution.
•

Assessing, when receiving, the risk of misbehaviour and the risk of
institutional violence

Upon reception, it is necessary to evaluate in a multidisciplinary way the
situation of the adolescent, his career, incorporating the risk of violent
behaviour and the risk of acting out, to define adapted methods to
prevent and adjust support attention.
Particular attention should be paid to the transmission of information and
to the knowledge of the case of the adolescent.
•

Clarifying with the adolescent and his family the specific goals of
the support

The objective refers to the elements present in the residence contract or
in the individual document of support and in the "Project for the child"
and the measures adopted, if any. The objective of the support should be
re-discussed with the adolescent and his family in order to take into
account their perception and understanding of the problem identified and
of the measures adopted. This is to jointly define the specific goals, in a
perspective of "co-intervention," involving the adolescent, his family and
the institution. It is important to set clear objectives on changes requested
to the youth and try to enforce reciprocal commitments. Goals that are
too vague can be factors of misunderstanding, thus of violence.
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•

Explaining the duration of the support and potential guidance after
dismissal

It is recommended to explain to the youth and his family the expected
duration of support so as not to give the impression of a track without
time limit. However, adolescent does not feel the deadline of the support
as a rejection or abandonment. It is also necessary that the possibilities of
orientation or extension of the support after dismissal be present.
•

Permitting the adolescent and his family, together or separately, to
visit the facilities before the day of entry

The adolescent may have experienced in his family situations of abrupt
changes without explanation.
It is recommended that the institution does not repeat these situations by
allowing adolescents to get an idea, in advance, of where he will live for a
time. Furthermore, it is important for the family to be able to represent
the living place of the adolescent, in accordance with court decisions.
Naturally, this recommendation finds its limits in the emergency
placements in the context of judicial measures.
•

Avoiding the preparation of the reception before the adolescent

It is recommended to avoid preparation of this reception before the
teenager; otherwise he would feel the sensation of being "expected" by
management and peers.
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•

Preparing the reception with other teenagers, further welcome by
peers...

This preparation by teenagers already resident promotes peer pressure
and the development of the skills that this pressure generates. For
teenagers in welcome position, this a chance to reflect on the progress
made since their arrival at the institution.
This recommendation should be adapted with regard to the constraints of
possible measures.
•

…While framing the involvement of the other adolescents

It is recommended that the involvement of other teenagers can be
properly framed because it can give too much responsibility to teenagers
or promote leadership and boost the risk of control over the weak, for this
reason it is essential to assess this risk with careful surveillance.

2.2 Preparing the dismissal
Sudden changes experienced by adolescents are a source of insecurity and
can have terrible consequences. They can generate acting out. Also the
support to these changes should be a priority so as not to lose all the
benefits of the support.
•

The end of support is anticipated and prepared with the youth in
order to avoid a feeling of insecurity

•

The operating constraints of the institution cannot justify a hurried
or unprepared dismissal.

It is essential that, in any case, the adolescent had time to "say goodbye"
to his referent or to professionals who accompanied him in a special way.
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2.3 Ensuring basic safety by taking into account the family environment
In order to understand and support the teenager, it is necessary to know
its family context of life and work with his family. It is important to take
into consideration this context, the consequences of separation, if any,
and the realignment of family ties to support the youth and prevent
violence. The following recommendations should be considered in the
light of the type of support set up, educational measures and court
decisions, where appropriate.
•

Using a non-stigmatizing vocabulary for the teenager and his family

It is important not to disqualify his family in the eyes of the teenager.
•

Establishing an exchange device with family

This device involves formalized and regular times of exchange between
school and family, which should be known to all, in order to promote
family involvement in the co-construction of actions in real time.
•

Facilitating the direct expression of parents

It is advisable developing all internal and / or external resources to
facilitate the direct expression of parents, for example, in speech groups
structured and moderated by trained professionals.
•

Fostering the opening of the institution to parents and their
reception while framing family visits in the establishment

The opening of the institution to the family and the development of warm
spaces for visits can help reduce tensions linked to a possible separation.
However, meetings and free coming of the family can be destabilizing for
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the teenager, for other teenagers and for professionals. Therefore visits
are supervised and the arrival of parents in the institution meets a specific
and containing frame.
•

Ensuring the appropriateness of the organization of the substitution
of family functions, where applicable.

The quality of care and support is also related to the suitability of the
organization of the substitution of family functions. This substitution is
based on the division of tasks between professionals within the
institution, but also on the distribution of educational functions between
professionals and parents. It should in this context to identify those
functions that can be exercised by parents, which is explained to the youth
and their parents in order to clarify everyone’s roles.
•

Paying particular attention to the organization of weekends and
visits by relatives taking into account the needs and wishes of the
adolescent

The youth should be involved in the development of the schedule of
weekend return to the family and visits. Its approval is desired, while
referring to the nature of the orientation and the frame of measures.
•

Paying attention, if applicable, to the organization of contacts with
siblings

The adolescent may need, to rebuild himself, share moments with his
brothers and sisters. However, contacts with siblings can remind the youth
about traumatic events and lead to the repetition of a communication
mode based on violence. Also according to the problem of the adolescent
(and depending on the requirements of measures, if applicable) the
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institution may suggest the parents or a judge a management of contacts
with siblings for supporting it or supervising or suspending it temporarily.
•

Promoting permanent links with the people who is important for the
adolescent

Identifying and promoting the maintenance of links between adolescent
and external people who is important for it helps to develop the
continuity and stability of relationships, while discontinuities may develop
a sense of isolation and insecurity. This recommendation should be
considered in relation to the obligations of the measure plan.
•

Preparing time for reflection and elaboration with the teenager on
its family situation

Before and after visits, or after the weekend, the teenager has the
opportunity to express its impressions and emotions in order to reflect
with a professional these about these experiences. Throughout the
treatment, the young person can save some individual time; this reflective
space allows it to work with the teacher on his family situation.

•

Arranging a space for reflection for the teenager and his family,
together or separately

Preparing time with the family, either in presence or absence of the
teenager to work about family problems and give a meaning to the
support, ensuring a co-construction of this one and not an imposition of
meaning by the professional.
•

Evaluating, if appropriate, if a separation is necessary (in the case
of non-child protection institutions)
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In the case of non-child protection institutions such as ITEP, it is
considered whether or not a temporary separation from the family is
necessary and if a continuous foster care is helpful. Separations and foster
hosting are not a result of the lack of close appropriate structures.

2.4 Ensuring the inclusion of social environment to prevent violence
More generally, it is recommended to take into account the social context
and environment of the adolescent and family to adapt the support and
prevent the risk of violence. These risks may be related to either the
breaking of the teenager with the environment or to the intrusion of the
latter in the adolescent’s life in the establishment. Therefore, the teenager
would need to be protected.
•

Knowing the social context of the family and the adolescent

Knowing the context of the adolescent: life, culture, values… helps to
better understanding and gives the teenager the feeling of being
respected, which helps to prevent tension.
•

Being attentive to the aspirations and personal beliefs of the
adolescent in relation to its environment

So, this is encouraging an identification and expression of the adolescent’s
own references and thereby its ability to develop a personal thought and
autonomy.
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•

Identifying the adolescent’s social networks of belonging

Tracking the teenager’s links of sociability, family and friendship allows
considering whether they are beneficial to the young person or if it
appears better to avoid them.
•

Taking into account the socio-economic situation of the teenager’s
family

It is, in particular, by knowledge of the situation in relation to employment
and of financial situation, that concrete material conditions of work with
the institution can be evaluated and provided (eg. Transport tickets ...).
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Part III
Implementing prevention and targeted interventions
Working on the problems of institutional abuse comprises a double need:
to be sufficiently engaged with the practical matters posed by situations of
violence, and be well away from these sensitive realities. Relying on
conceptual and methodological benchmarks enables collective work and
readjustment of practices.
Three complementary components are developed in this part, the
recommendations relating to the approach of these theoretical guidelines
and their practical implementation of social and educational strategies
specifically devoted to the problem of violence.

1. Elaborating and sharing models and coordinating interventions
This section focuses on the theoretical references and the organization of
interventions and psycho-socio-educational strategies to prevent and deal
with violence. Particularly, this is about promoting, among professionals,
an understanding of the situations and benchmarks for practice and, in
adolescents, a better comprehension of their life situation and a change in
their operation in terms of social interaction and communication.
1.1 Elaborating and sharing theoretical and practical models
•

Educational strategies, well-known, shared and developed by the
professionals

involved

participate

both

in

the

quality

of

interventions and in the prevention and treatment of violence
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The inconsistency of educational responses, the lack of reliability and
predictability of adult reactions boosts the risk of emergence of violent
reactions. Explicit educational strategies, explained, written and notified,
give reassurance to professionals, parents and adolescents and are a
factor of peaceful relations.
•

Settle the terms of a debate on the adequacy of practices

Exchanges within the institution, among all stakeholders, allow the put in
question and the improvement of the quality of practices. They stimulate
the work around the topic of violence.
•

Being attentive to the integration of new skills and tools adapted to
changes, needs and practices, without exclusion of the theoretical
references (psychodynamic, cognitive-behavioural, and cognitivedevelopmental).

- Psychodynamic theoretical references are tools at the service of
professionals to understand and analyse situations of emergence
and resolution of violence as well as their prevention.
Psychodynamic approaches are also important to ensure the mental
health care of users.
- Cognitive-behavioural and cognitive-developmental, theoretical and
practical references emphasize action projects adapted to each
adolescent. Their aim is an evolution of the situation by working on
behaviour and relying on the cognitive and emotional functions of
the person.
These different theoretical references are not mutually exclusive. It is
recommended that professionals are attentive to the integration of new
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skills and tools adapted to the changing needs and practices, while
ensuring the consistency of the whole care.

1.2 Working for the consistency of interventions
Interventions refer to different dimensions: educational, pedagogical,
therapeutic and social. Complementarity and coherence between all these
dimensions and the cohesion within the team are essential, as factors of
stability for both teenagers and staff. This consistency contributes to the
prevention of violence.
The "therapeutic" dimension of the institution here refers to his
"containing" function. This function shall be guided in particular by the
flow of speech, the ability of continuous analysis, the permanent
readjustment of actions, the collective dimension of reflection and
development projects. Educational interventions are fully integrated in
this dimension of the establishment.
•

Coordinating educational interventions with other dimensions of
support

Educational interventions feed on other interventions (educational,
therapeutic and social) and make them more effective. Educational
interventions make easier the access or the necessary preparations to
schooling or training. They aim to facilitate access to any mental or
physical care.
•

Ensuring the articulation of interventions supplied individually with
those delivered collectively, within the project of support to the
adolescent
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-

Providing time for individual support

The needs of the individual educational care are considered essential and
are assured. They contribute to the construction of otherness and
personal security. The troubled teenagers in group situations benefit from
support which takes into account these difficulties, emphasizing the
individual relationship if necessary.
-

Providing time for collective support

Providing time for collective interventions is a lever for educational
strategies. The dimensions of the group and of the confrontation with the
requirements of collective life are essential factors to the learning of
socialization and the integration of rules.
•

Ensuring continuity and adaptation of support

The organization of the institution provides continuity and adaptation of
support to the individual needs of adolescents. This continuity is ensured
mainly through the alternation of activities. Individual or collective
educational time can be provided to the teenager who is no longer able to
remain in an activity. Non-schooling teenagers can be received during the
day and be provided with activities or support.
•

Planning and evaluating interventions

The planning of interventions and its regular evaluation play a role in the
prevention of violence in the sense that they allow users to understand
better the objectives and the framework for action and have the
guarantee to see the evolution of interventions if they prove to be
inadequate after its evaluation.
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Finally, it is recommended to organize interventions within a project of
action which specifies priorities and to plan the evaluation of the impact
of measures and support. This evaluation permits the adaptation of
support, if necessary.
2. Implementing psycho-socio-educational measures for the prevention
and treatment of violence
Psycho-socio-educational activities allow teens to work in a reflexive way
about their cognitive patterns and behaviours and thus contribute
positively to the prevention and treatment of violence. These activities
can take different forms.
2.1 Promoting the use of an expanded vocabulary by the adolescent
Weak language resources can hinder the implementation and the quality
of relationships, and the difficulties of verbalization may bring about
acting out in adolescents.
2.2 Helping the adolescent to realize what is at stake for him in his
relationships through his achievements and failures
One of the main objectives of the educational action is promoting the
adolescent’s capacity of thinking about the springs of his behaviour and
attitudes.
2.3 Providing, if necessary, psychotherapeutic support
The support includes psychotherapeutic care if necessary. It is then
provided regularly within or outside the institution. It helps the adolescent
in the psychic elaboration about his living situation, history.
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2.4 Establishing discussion groups where teenagers could talk about
their problems and solve common situations
Discussion groups gathering adolescents, organized and led by
professionals trained for this purpose, promote the expression and the
search for common solutions. For this reason, they can help to ease
tensions.
2.5 Aiming for change in adolescents’ attitudes through interventions:
acquisition of new social skills and changing of representations and
behaviour
Comprehension of adolescent’s mental functioning is necessary but not
enough to mobilize the youth to change their attitudes and behaviour.
Interventions can target priority changes (acquiring new social skills,
changing representations, behaviours) and favouring the living together.
2.6 Dealing with adolescents separately in order to encourage them to
solve their problems
It is important that the teenager raises awareness of his own "limiting
thoughts" and his automatic thoughts related to the event, so as they can
be replaced by other modes of reasoning and an applicable solution to the
concrete situation.
2.7 Estimulating teenagers’ responsibility by placing them in situations
where they must make their own decisions instead of imposed ones
This is how, in the preparation of his dismissal, the youth may be
sustained in his efforts of research for work or housing.
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3. Preparing proper conditions of participation and mediation to prevent
and deal with violence
Adolescents’ participation and mediation help to prevent conflict and
violence. Giving them the opportunity to express their point of view helps
to soothe tensions and develop the feeling of shared responsibility.

3.1 Promoting a participative operation of the establishment
Creating a participative operation, based on a principle of equity where
everyone contributes to the approach or the creation of common rules of
life and the devices to guarantee their observation, places adolescents in a
position to negotiate with their peers in a real taking of responsibility.

3.2 Involving adolescents in the elaboration and revision of the
establishment operating regulations
The participation in the development of regulations for operation,
thinking about the rights, duties and obligations of each fosters the
development of moral reasoning and responsibility.
3.3 Promoting the learning of the representation and setting the
conditions for good functioning of the rules of social life
Allowing the youths’ participation in the life of the establishment, giving
them the possibility to express his point of view, within the framework of
the rules of social life can ease the tension, if this point of view is properly
taken into account in the context of reflexive interaction with
professionals. This action leads to the learning of representation and
responsibility
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3.4 Conducting groups where adolescents can discuss about social
dilemmas
Actions and reflection with teenagers encouraging their mobilization shall
be promoted. On this purpose, discussion groups with peers on social
dilemmas can be suggested to develop moral reasoning. These groups
may be led by an external stakeholder to facilitate freedom of speech by
adolescents. So that they can realise of the benefit of these groups, it is
necessary that they can try out democratic rules within the institution (eg.
at the time of the implementation of the rules of social life, with the
learning of representation or in discussion groups).
3.5 Encouraging a collective analysis of the violent actions committed by
adolescents
The collective analysis of violent acts by the group of teenagers, with the
possibility of graduation of acts in reference to the rules of operation, is
interesting.
3.6 Putting into operation mediation teams
The implementation of regular and accessible mediation teams between
adolescents and professionals helps to prevent and deal with violence.
3.7 Promoting athletic and artistic activities and activities related to the
use of new technologies
The implementation of such activities encourages the displacement from
violence to items socially valued and involved in the construction of selfesteem. This is part of the personalized project.
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Part IV
Dealing with a situation of violence
These recommendations focus on the close interaction between the
prevention and treatment of violence. They are organized into two parts:
on the one hand, the actual treatment of the violence in its different
stages and on the other hand, the preventive work on the situation of
violence treated.
1. Dealing with the crisis
In the treatment of the situation of violence and crisis, several steps can
be distinguished.
1.1 Identifying the different phases of a crisis in order to adapt the
professional responses
Different phases are observed in the course of a crisis. Particularly, the
following sequence can be identified5: appearance, development,
disorganization, decompression (relief) and recovery. This identification
proves to be operational since each phase results in a specific treatment
which is simultaneous with an anticipation of the next phase.
1.2 Measuring the severity of the situation
It is recommended for this purpose to build common indicators to assess
the severity situations (emergency micro-incident, serious incident) and

5

See Bibliography: BEAUMONT (C.) & SANFACON (C.).
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therefore of the responses to provide (educational intervention cropping,
relay, direction).
1.3 Assuming the responsibility corresponding to their post
In the management of violence, each participant shall assume authority at
their own place. Authority levels are differentiated and legitimized
according to the functions.
1.4 Following the protocols for the treatment of violence and the
protocols for information
Taking as reference the protocols of treatment of violence developed
collectively violence and, if necessary, protocols for information to the
authorities in accordance with the requirements set by the regulations in
force for the referral to the judicial and administrative authorities and
police or gendarmerie.
1.5 Contention for protection and calm
In emergency situations, it is necessary to hold those who commit the
acting out. The act of containment will be carried out not in a spirit of
domination but of appeasement, avoiding brutality, humiliation, and
eroticisation. This act of containment is followed by a verbalisation and a
reflection.
1.6 Exceptionally, temporarily isolating the teenager from the group life
Exceptionally, it is necessary to temporarily isolate a person who commits
a serious act in a particular place for appeasement; isolation is not
understood as a punishment but as a time for appeasement. Terms of
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decision making and isolation are explained in crisis management
protocols.
The isolation has a short duration and the adolescent is accompanied
during this time. Some written tracks on the issue are left. Immediately,
the teenager will speak again about the fact. Outside of these situations
and conditions, isolation is prohibited.
1.7 Offering physical and psychological support to the victims of the
aggression
It is essential to provide first aid, prevent the family and appoint a referent
to support the person throughout the procedure (medical diagnosis,
submission of complaints) and offer support and psychological support to
victims of aggression whether professionals or users.
1.8 Considering the possible effects of the event on the other
adolescents and if necessary, implementing protection measures
In cases of violence between teenagers, protective measures may be
essential, such as the temporary or permanent change of housing or
establishment. Measures for protection of the informer and third parties
involved are planned. They allow, if necessary, preventing the spread of
violence.
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2. Dealing with the situation of violence after the crisis
2.1 Analysis of the violent action between the adolescents involved or
between adolescents and professionals
The analysis of violence is paramount. Several methods can be used
including the recourse to a written description (circumstances, causes,
feelings) by the people concerned (professional and adolescents or
adolescents among them) with the testimonies of the author of the act,
the victim, witnesses. Description and analysis are framed and refocused,
if appropriate, by the management team or the educational team.
2.2 Conducting « débriefing » and restoring procedures
Restoration actions must lead the person who committed a serious
offense to take into account the experience and representation of the
victim, and to repair his act for the group of adolescents on the one hand,
and the team of professionals on the other hand.
2.3 Promoting reparation actions
Actions of material and social repair need to be supported and promoted.
After material damage, participation in repair workshops (for example,
workshop of maintenance of general services) should be encouraged.
After attacks against people, repair actions are also encouraged.
2.4 Applying proportional and sensible sanctions respectful with the
integrity of users
They are evaluated as a team and decided by the legitimate authority,
taking as reference the elementary rules for coexistence and the
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operation regulations (including provisions in this context relating to the
right to defence and to adversarial debate).
The penalties shall be proportionate to the act; it is recommended that
they take sense with regard to the punished act.
Sanctions shall respect the integrity and security of people and cannot
violate fundamental freedoms.
2.5 Framing reorientation measures
Changes of establishment should be organized while ensuring the
continuity of support. They respond to an indication of reorientation. It
is not advisable to use these measures as sanctions, as this will cause
ruptures in the support that can often cause the repetition of the acting
out.
2.6 Analysing the situation helps to prevent the repetition of violent
actions
The aim is to provide a shared analysis of the situation and its context
(supported on hearings and written notes). This analysis leads to the

questioning of practices, educational attitudes, procedures and protocols
and their level of knowledge and approach by the professionals. This
analysis should be followed by the formulation of attention points and the
construction of an action plan. This treatment of the situation helps to
prevent new situations of violence.
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